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CARBON SERVICES
Benefits from understanding and managing
carbon
PRODUCTION EFFICIENCIES
Improved carbon efficiency means improved production efficiencies and profitability, such as faster
livestock finishing times and reduced fertiliser input. It’s a win-win.

STRATEGIC AND COMPETITIVE MARKET POSITIONING
Consumers are increasingly demanding that agricultural industries are carbon and climate aware.
Companies (and industries) that incorporate carbon accounting are well placed to capitalise on market
demands. To access these markets, producers must, at a minimum, understand and proactively manage
their farm carbon balance.

LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY AND RESILIENCE
Managing carbon delivers clear on-farm environmental benefits and provides an opportunity to improve
business resilience. The many on-farm co-benefits include healthier soils with improved water holding
capacity, shelter and shade for stock and improved biodiversity. Sustainable management of existing
natural resources creates a healthier ecosystem and a more resilient, sustainable production system.

ADDITIONAL INCOME STREAM
Trading carbon can provide an opportunity for an additional income stream. There is potential to generate
income from low production land, allocating the most sustainable use for all land types.

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL LICENCE
Leading agricultural producers have an opportunity to demonstrate that, as an industry, we are taking
positive action and contributing to solutions that benefit industry and the broader environment.
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Choose a service offering to best suit your needs
Our carbon services have been developed based on what our clients want. Each service offering can be tailored to your needs
and delivered as a separate service, or mixed and matched to suit. We offer lots of flexibility and can deliver a tailored approach
specifically for your situation.

1. GHG EMISSIONS BASICS
The baseline for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from your farm:
•

Improved understanding of the emissions from your business (total emissions, their source, and emissions intensity).

•

From your GHG emissions baseline, identify opportunities to reduce your emissions.

2. SOIL SEQUESTRATION BASICS
Benchmark your soil carbon performance:
•

Is your soil carbon increasing, decreasing or stable?

•

How do your soil carbon levels stack up with what’s possible in your environment?

•

We can use this information and our in-depth understanding of production systems to identify opportunities to improve soil carbon.

•

This can assist in meeting supply chain or market requirements or having conversations with financial institutions about green
loans or other investment opportunities.

•

Understand how improving soil carbon can deliver other benefits (e.g. nutrient cycling, water-holding capacity).

3. VEGETATION SEQUESTRATION BASICS
Benchmark your vegetation sequestration performance:
•

Determine how much carbon is held in vegetation on your property and what about the carbon it sequesters on an annual basis?

•

Identify potential vegetation sequestration opportunities through changed management (e.g. planting trees), and check eligibility
against carbon trading methodologies under the emissions reduction fund (ERF).

•

Determine how much land area might need to be planted or set aside to balance out your emissions. This information will provide
a sound basis for decision-making.

•

This can assist in meeting supply chain or market requirements or having conversations with financial institutions about green
loans or other investment opportunities.

•

Understand how improving vegetation carbon can deliver other benefits (e.g. new income stream, market access, biodiversity).

4. CARBON IN ACTION – SCENARIO MODELLING
Shortlist carbon opportunities and management actions:
•

What would carbon neutrality look like? Is it the right goal for your business?

•

Are you interested in having an economic basis?

•

Ensure that potential carbon opportunities align with your broader business goals and capability.
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5. VEGETATION ESTABLISHMENT PLANS
Support your investment in vegetation:
•

Get a practical, costed plan with staged implementation and species selection to suit your environment .

•

Achieve other benefits for sustainability and production (e.g. pollination, beneficial insects, biodiversity).

•

This can assist in meeting supply chain or market requirements or having conversations with financial institutions about green
loans or other investment opportunities.

•

Leads on from having done the vegetation sequestration basics package.

6. LAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Meet clean energy regulator (CER) requirements for soil carbon emissions reduction fund (ERF) projects:
•

Ground truth the feasibility of a soil carbon project. We will work with you to review you current management, soil carbon levels,
and potential options for increasing soil carbon sequestration.

•

We will work with you first to review your current management practices, soil carbon levels, the potential for changing
management to increase soil carbon sequestration, and ground truth whether a soil carbon project is feasible for you.

•

If the business case stacks up, then we can work with you, using our land management strategy template to develop the LMS for
submission to the CER.

7. SOIL CARBON MONITORING
Quantify soil carbon stocks in your soils to meet emissions reduction fund (ERF) soil carbon project requirements:
•

Undertake soil carbon benchmarking at depth.

•

Determine potential carbon sequestration (t/ha) and Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs).

•

Meet soil carbon ERF project requirements.

+ CARBON TRAINING
•

Our team can design and deliver a range of extension training packages (e.g. half-day workshop through to series of linked
training sessions), online or face to face, on a range of carbon topics. These are typically targeted at groups of producers and can
be tailored to your needs and industry.

+ MONITORING YOUR CARBON PERFORMANCE
•

Ongoing measurements and assessments to enable business benchmarking. Have you met your carbon goals? What has been
the impact on productivity and profitability? What have been other benefits? Is a rethink of your strategy needed? Monitoring may
be essential to demonstrate improvement for businesses involved in sustainability accreditation schemes.

Our team
For more detail on costs and benefits and the actual services provided for each package, please contact one of our team. Our carbon
team is led by Leanne Sherriff and includes a core team of:
•
•

Ashley Evans
Dylan Butcher

•
•

Hilton Henning
Mina Ivanov

•
•

Jana Dixon
Jason Lynch

•
•

Sarah Barrett
Peter Scaman

The carbon team works closely with our production, farm business and environmental services teams to deliver a holistic service to
clients.

For more information contact us on 1300 746 466,
email admin@pinionadvisory.com or visit www.pinionadvisory.com
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